GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS
(RAILWAY BOARD)

New Delhi, dated: 07.04.2017

To

General Manager(Vig.)
Indian Railways

Chief Vigilance Officer
PSUs

M/s. Metro & RDSO

Vigilance Investigation regarding works being executed by PSUs

Please refer to this office letter No.2007/V1/VP/1/ dated 24.05.2012 on Vigilance investigation regarding works being executed by PSUs. Inspite of issue of instructions there is a separate vigilance organization for each PSU and there appears no need of carrying out preventive checks/CTE type inspection/investigation of routine complaints by Zonal Railways, queries are being raised on the subject. It is, therefore, again reiterated that the Zonal Railways may keep the following aspects in view dealing with the subject:

As the works are being executed for Indian Railways, Railway Vigilance have the authority to investigate the matter related to complaints. Considering the fact that there is a separate vigilance organization for each PSU, there appears no need for carrying out preventive checks/CTE type inspection/investigation of routine complaints. However, in cases where complaint is of serious nature and requires immediate investigations, zonal vigilance may undertake the investigation after taking approval of Adviser/Vigilance, Railway Board.

(Rajnish Kumar)
Director Vigilance(M)
Railway Board